Abstract-Three-party authenticated key exchange protocol is an important cryptographic technique in the secure communication areas. Recently Chang and Chang proposed a novel three party simple key exchange protocol and claimed the protocol is secure, efficient and practical. Unless their claim, a key recovery attack is proposed on the above protocol by recovering the ephemeral keys. One way of recovering the ephemeral key is to solve the mathematical hard Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP). The DLP is solved by using a popular Pohlig-Hellman method in the above key recovery attack. In the present study, a new method based on the small subgroup attack to solve the DLP is discussed to recover the ephemeral keys. Computation of DLP is carried out by two stages, such as the prior-computation and DLP computation. The prior-computation is performed on offline and the DLP computation is performed on on-line. The method is analyzed on a comprehensive set of experiments and the ephemeral keys are recovered in reduced time. Also, the key recovery attack on Chang and Chang password key exchange protocol is implemented by using the new method to recover the ephemeral key.
I. INTRODUCTION
The key exchange protocol is one of the most elegant ways of establishing secure communication between pair of users by using a session key. The session key, which is exchanged between two users assures the secure communication for later sessions. The first practical key exchange protocol is proposed by Diffie-Hellman. Since the introduction of key exchange protocol by Diffie-Hellman, various versions and improvements in key exchange protocol have been developed. In the line of key exchange protocol development, password based key exchange mechanism achieved attention due to its simplicity and wide range of applicability, as it requires the users to remember the easily remembrable password. Even though the protocol is simple and efficient, according to Ding and Horster [4] , it should not be vulnerable to any type of off line, undetectable or detectable on line password guessing attacks, since the passwords are of low-entropy.
In general the password guessing attacks can be divided into three classes and they are listed below:
• Detectable on-line password guessing attacks : An attacker attempts to use a guessed password in an on-line transaction. He/She verifies the correctness of his/her guess using the response from server. A failed guess can be detected and logged by the server.
• Undetectable on-line password guessing attacks : Similar to an attacker tries to verify a password guess in an on-line transaction. However, a failed guess can not be detected and logged by server, as server is not able to distinguish an honest request from a malicious one.
• Off-line password guessing attacks : An attacker guesses a password and verifies his/her guess offline. No participation of server is required, so the server does not notice the attack.
Since the first proposal of Bellovin and Merrit (PAKE) [2] , many efficient key exchange protocols based on password have been developed. Recently these two party key exchange protocols are extended to three party, in which, the two parties initially communicates the passwords with the trusted server securely. Later the server authenticates the clients when they want to agree upon a session key. The 3-party protocol is introduced by Steiner et al [18] . Subsequently Ding and Hoster published on line and off line guessing attacks on Stener's protocol [4] . Later lin et al. proposed two versions of improved three party protocol [7] , one with server's public key and another without. Recently Chang and Chang [3] proposed a novel three party encrypted key exchange protocol without server public key and claimed the protocol is secure, efficient and practical. Unlike their claims Yoon and Yoo [19] pointed out an Undetectable password guessing attack on their protocol, in which one party is able to know the other party's password and furthermore they presented an improved version of it to avoid the above attack. In the similar line Lu and Cao [8] extended the Adbella and Pointcheval protocol (SPAKE) [1] and proposed a simple three party key exchange protocol (S-3PARTY). More recently Phan et al. [15] pointed out the Unknown key share attack and Undetectable password guessing attack on S-3PAKE and Guo et al. [5] proposed man in the middle attack and Undetectable on line dictionary attack. They also presented an improved version of S-3PAKE protocol to resist the above attack. More recently R.Padmavathy and Chakravarthy [11] discussed a key recovery attack on Chang and Chang protocol by recovering the ephemeral keys. The ephemeral keys are recovered by solving a mathematical hard Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP). The following paragraph discusses the DLP.
Let a group (G, *) consist of a set G and a binary operation *. The order of an element, say a, of a finite group G is defined to be with the smallest value t such that a t = 1. Some of the well known groups used in the cryptography are the set with multiplication mod p (p is a prime), the multiplication group of the field and the addition group formed by the collection of points defined by an elliptic curve over finite field. For a given prime p, a generator g and an element y, the problem of finding x, in the range of 0 ≤ x ≤ p − 2, such that g x = y, is known as the DLP.
Apart from the Exhaustive search to solve DLP a well known deterministic algorithm is Shanks baby stepgiant step algorithm. It requires O( √ n) group operations and space [6] , where n is the order of the generator. Pollard Rho method, which is a probabilistic one, has similar square root running time but avoids large space requirements [16] . Pohlig -Hellman method [17] reduces the DLP in a field to small subgroups. For example if p − 1 is a product of small factors, namely q i , which are relatively prime to each other. Then the method reduces the discrete logarithm x mod p to x i mod q i , computes x i mod q i in each q i and finally combines the results using Chinese remainder theorem. The DLP can be computed in the sub exponential time using Index calculus method, if there is more structure to the group beyond the set of elements and the group operation. Specifically, certain group elements can be labeled as smooth, when it can be factored into a product of group elements from some relatively small factor base. The index calculus method uses a fixed small set called the factor base B and tries to write elements as a product of members of the factor base B [9] . The base consists of objects which are small and irreducible.
The ephemeral keys are solved by using PohligHellman method in [11] and other efficient methods to recover ephemeral keys are discussed in [12] , [13] . In the present study, the DLP is solved to recover ephemeral keys by using a new method based on small subgroup attack. Ephemeral keys are dynamic and change for every session [10] . Since the underlying group and the generator is common for all sessions and the ephemeral keys are computed for each session, the partial computation of solving the DLP for ephemeral key may be computed off-line and the remaining computation can be done on on-line. This is the technique followed in the new method proposed in the present study. The method involves two phases, such as a prior computation step and DLP computation step. In the first step, the information regarding the DLP of y is gathered using the underlying group and the generator. The second step is the step for finding the DLP of y.
The following section describes the Chang and Chang password key exchange protocol and the key recovery attack. Section 3 discusses the new method to solve DLP for ephemeral key. Section 4 presents the experimental results and concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
II. A KEY RECOVERY ATTACK ON CHANG AND CHANG PASSWORD KEY EXCHANGE PROTOCOL
This section briefly explains the key recovery attack on Chang and Chang novel three party key exchange protocol proposed by R.Padmavathy and Chakravarthy Bhagvati [11] . The notations used in this protocol are listed below:
A, B : two communication parties. S: the trusted server. ID A , ID B , ID S : the identities of A,B and S, respectively. P W A , P W B : the passwords securely shared by A with S and B. E P W (.):a symmetric encryption scheme with a password P W . r A , r B : the random numbers chosen by A and B, respectively. p a large prime. g a generator of order p − 1. 
A. The attack
A malicious party B guesses the password of A using Undetectable password guessing attack as proposed by Yoon and Yoo. B uses the password of A for obtaining the session key between A and C, when A and C wants to communicate. The following procedure presents the attack in detail.
Step 1: 
Step2:
and from E P W A (N A ) decrypts N A , since password is known and solves the ephemeral key R A from N A using the popular Pohlig-Hellman method or index calculus method as discussed in the following section. This is achieved, since the order of the generator used in the protocol is p-1. When the factorization of p-1 is known and small, the exponent can be solved in reduced time, even in polynomial time when the factors of p-1 is in the form of 2 n p1 m , where p 1 is small and n, m are very large.
Step4:
User C chooses a random integer r C and a random exponent R C ∈ R Z * p , and then computes N C = g RC and K CS = N RC C . Then, C encrypts N C by using his/her password P W C like E P W C , (N C ) and computes two hash values F S (r C ) and f KCS (N C ). Finally, C sends
Step5:
A )} Server S decrypts E P W A (N A ) and E P W C (N C ) by using P W A and P W C to get N A and N C ,respectively. Then, S gets r A and r C from F S (r A ) and F S (r C ) by using a trap door, respectively. To authenticate A and B, S computes K AS = N 
Step 6: RA is nothing but a session key between A and C g
RARSRC
Step 7: Step 9:
C authenticates A by checking f K (ID A , K). If successful, C confirms A's knowledge of the session key K = g RSRARC .
III. SOLVING DISCRETE LOGARITHM PROBLEM (DLP) FOR EPHEMERAL KEYS
From the discussion of key recovery attack on ChangChang protocol, it is observed that the computation of R A from N A is the key issue. This leads to recover the session key by the malicious party B.
A. New method based on small subgroup attack
In this section, a new method based on small subgroup attack to solve the DLP for ephemeral keys (N A and N B ) used in the key recovery attack is discussed. The DLP is solved by using the Pohlig-Hellman method in [11] . In the password key exchange protocol, such as Chang and Chang, the underlying group and the generator of order p − 1 are common for all sessions and the ephemeral key, say y, is computed for every session. This motivated to propose a new technique for the computation of DLP of y. The proposed method comprises two phases. The first phase performs the partial computation of DLP of y on off-line and the second phase is for computing the remaining computation on on-line. The technique is based on the property of field elements of prime say p of the form p − 1 = 2X, where X is a prime or product of primes 1) Property of field elements: Theorem 1: Let p be a prime with p − 1 = 2X, where X is a prime or product of primes and let an element y ∈ Z * p . In such a case, If the order of y is q then the order of −y is 2q, vice-versa, where q is a prime and the factor of X.
Proof: 1) Let y ∈ Z * p be an element of O(q) Then,
That is, −y is a generator for O(2q).
2) Let y ∈ Z * p be an element of O(2q). Then,
It shows that −y is an element of O(q).
From (1) and (2), it may be seen that if y is of order q then −y is of 2q, vice-versa.
Also, the discrete logarithm of y and −y are related as follows:-x = q ± 2i mod p − 1; when y is of order 2q (1) i = (x ± q)/2 mod q; when y is of order q (2)
[14] where x is the discrete logarithm of y or −y, i is the discrete logarithm of −y or y with respect to q and q is the order of the subgroup. Based on the above theorem a new technique is developed and discussed below.
First Phase:-(off-line)
For a random prime Z * p , Compute the generators with order of factors of p − 1 and the logarithms of subgroup generators with respect to the generator of order p-1.
Second Phase:-(on-line)
If the order of y is small and q, then the DLP of y with respect to order q (log y q ) is computed by using any exponential time algorithm such as Shanks baby step and giant step or Pollard Rho. The logarithm of y with respect to order p − 1 is calculated as log y = log g q × log y q .
Similarly, if the order of y is small and 2q, then the logarithm of y with respect to order p − 1 is calculated as log y = log g 2q × log y 2q . To find the logarithm of y with respect to order 2q (y 2q ), the generator of order 2q (g 2q ) is needed. The generator of order 2q (g 2q ) is obtained from the generator of order q (g q ) by computing −g q (g 2q ), and the logarithm of g 2q is obtained from the logarithm of g q by using the equation (1) with the assumption of i is log q and x is log 2q . After obtaining the logarithm of g 2q , the logarithm of y with respect to order 2q is computed by using the pollard Rho algorithm by using the generator of order 2q (g 2q ). Finally the logarithm of y is calculated. Find the generator as follows:-g q ≡ g p−1 q
3:
Find the logarithm of generators as follows:-log g q = p−1 q
4: end for
The Algorithm-1 is for prior computation and Algorithm-2 is for computation of DLP of y. The variable q represents one of the factor of p − 1 and Find the logarithm of y q using Pollard Rho 4:
log y = log g q × log y q 5: else 6: if y is of order 2q then 7: Compute −g q 8:
Find the log y 2q using Pollard Rho with −g q as generator 9: log y = log y 2q × (q + 2 log g q ) 10: end if 11: end if log g q , log y q , log y 2q , log −g q represent logarithm of generator of order q, logarithm of y with respect to q, logarithm of y with respect to 2q respectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented the method discussed above for problems of different size and conducted experiments using an appropriate database. This is generated for the purpose of ensuring the performance of the method to solve the DLP, which is discussed in the previous section. In this section we describe these experiments and give a representative selection of our experimental results. The purpose of our experiments is to produce the data on which we can base reliable statements about the expected running time of the proposed method to solve the DLP. Let us describe clearly, First we generated a database of approximately 100 problems along with the necessary information to carry out the experiments.
• A data file is produced with 4-tuple (p, g, y, F ) with the following properties: • p is the prime to be tested of size between 100 to 1024 bits.
• g is the generator • y is the ephemeral key for which the DLP to be solved .
• F is an array of factors of p − 1. The following algorithm is used to produce the database.
Algorithm-3
• Select k between 100 to 1024bits.
• Select a set of primes.
• Compute the product of primes (X) • Check 2X +1 is a prime using probabilistic primality test algorithm and the size of the prime is k bits.
• Find the generator g of order p − 1.
• Create a 4-tuple as (p, g, y, F ). Having built up the database the method is tested. The table-1 represents average running time to solve the DLP of y, when the order of y is q or 2q. The average running time is listed based on the order of q. 
